
503 
Balloon Holder

ingredients needed:
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9711889
Plush

BR74HG 
Dual Foil + Latex 
Inflator

equipment:
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0546-103
Vase

831
Mini Cool Aire®

Dual Pro™ Inflator

0546-18
3-ea 18" Foil Balloon

01569 
Glue Pan

01560 
Glue Pillows

MB101
Mini Bases and Tape

EC202
Erecto Cup

CW6212
Cello Paper

Q-06-15F
Geo Blossom

Q-05-28
2-ea 5" White
Latex Balloons

B31601
Curling Ribbon

PS12W
Straw
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Helium inflate three foil balloons with the proper tip on the helium regulator. Tie on ribbon. Place on the balloon holder 
to secure safely.

Place the plush bunny vase hugger around the vase.

Cut several 6" strips from the roll of cello paper. Cut the strips into squares. These will become cello tufts. To make a cello
tuft, squeeze one of the squares in the middle to make a bow-tie shape. Repeat with another square to end up with two
bow-tie shaped cello tufts. Stack the two tufts in opposite directions and secure by tightly tying the centers 
together with curling ribbon. Set aside.

Air-inflate a 5" white latex balloon to approximately 2 inches. Slip the un-inflated geo blossom onto the stem of the inflated
white balloon just above the knot. Inflate the other white balloon to the exact size of the first and tie to the stem of the first
inflated white balloon. You now have two white inflated balloons with an un-inflated geo in the middle. Air-fill the geo until
full and tie. Place the stem of the geo balloon into the erecto cup and hook into place. Insert the balloon stick into the Erecto
Cup. Peel off the protective paper from a round candy box tape. Stick it to the mini base. Secure the mini base into the bot-
tom of the vase by peeling off the protective paper from the adhesive. Place the polka dot cello tuft into the neck of the
vase. If you want to secure the tufts dip into the glue pan and fasten the tufts to the straw. (You don’t want to glue to the vase
as this could damage the vase preventing it from being re-used by the recipient).

Arrange the foil balloon bunch. Tie the balloon bunch to the plush bunny using the easy tie ribbon loop.

directions:


